CUBISCAN 125 SETUP

QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE

This quick reference guide provides instructions for assembling and setting up the Cubiscan 125.

UNPACK

1 › Remove the wood slats and packing material.

2 › Remove the Cubiscan 125 components from the crate and place them in your preferred location.

3 › Remove all packaging from the Cubiscan 125 components.

ASSEMBLY

1 › Remove the four raised screws from the top of the base assembly.

2 › Place the top sensor support and secure it using the screws from step 1.

3 › Locate the height sensor cable near the back of the gate.

4 › Route the height sensor cable up the side of the top sensor support.

5 › Zip tie the cable in place and slide the sensor cable cover over the cable. Secure the cover by tightening the screws that hold it in place.

6 › Place the glass platform.

7 › Connect the power cable to the controller and route the cable under the Cubiscan 125 base so it doesn’t interfere with gate movement. Connect the other end to a power outlet.